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Abstract. The years since 1994 have witnessed the emergence of market design
as a new discipline within economics, in which research and practice exert
powerful mutual influences in matching and auction markets. The problem of
designing well‐functioning auction markets has led economic designers to revisit
such fundamental issues as the definitions of commodities, the ways participants
communicate with markets, the trade‐offs between the incentives provided for
truthful reporting and other attributes of mechanism performance, and the
determinants of the scope of markets, especially whether and how trade in
different goods is linked.

Introduction
For economic researchers hoping to influence the rules of real markets, 1994
was an auspicious year. It was a year of redesign for the National Resident Matching
Program, whose rules were revised based on the recommendations of an academic
researcher (Alvin Roth). And, it was the year of the first US radio spectrum auctions,
the rules for which were suggested in proposals by economic researchers
(especially a proposal by Paul Milgrom and Robert Wilson and a related one by
Preston McAfee). The exchanges between researchers and others who collaborated
on those designs initiated a flood of activity among economic researchers
contributing to the design of real markets. In matching, the initial leading
applications were for matching students to schools and kidneys to patients
(Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak and Roth (2005), Abdulkadiroglu, Pathak, Roth and
Sonmez (2005), Roth, Sonmez and Unver (2005)). In auctions, they included radio
spectrum, electricity, and Internet advertising (McMillan (1994), Milgrom (2000),
Wilson (2002), Edelman, Ostrovsky and Schwartz (2007), Varian (2007)).
In the decade or so before 1994, the field of mechanism design was already
established as a leading field of research in economic theory and game theory, but
the focus on applications in the years that followed widened the range of questions
being asked. As Roth (2002) has emphasized, market design is a kind of economic
engineering and demands a comprehensive attention to implementation questions,
including ones beyond the traditional scope of research in mechanism design
theory. Solutions must be and have been invented, even when the analyses on which
they are based are incomplete. In this paper, I revisit four fundamental issues that
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arise recurrently in the practice of auction market design but which have not been
satisfactorily resolved in mechanism design theory.
The first issue concerns product definition. In the traditional economic and
mechanism design models, the set of goods is treated as given to the modeler before
any analysis begins. But that is unrealistic. In many real‐world auction problems, the
very first questions the designer must answer are about product definition. What
are we selling (or buying)? What should be included in each lot? How is the
commodity to be defined or the terms of the contract set? These questions can have
deep implications for market rules and performance.
A second issue concerns the messages transmitted in the mechanism. In the
usual models of mechanism design, a type space is given in advance. In the simplest
direct mechanisms, participants merely report their “value types,” that is, they
describe what they know about the values of the various possible outcomes.
Although economic theorists have put growing emphasis on the very special
assumptions required for this value‐type approach to be adequate, they have
devoted little attention to the reverse problem: the impracticality of reporting value
information in problems of even modest size. With just twenty items for sale that
can be bought in any combination, and even excluding the possibilities that a bidder
cares about what others acquire or about the information they may have, a value‐
type is a list with more than a million entries! The impracticality of reporting so
much information raises the fundamental question: if relevant information cannot
be completely reported and described, how can one decide what messages should
be used for a practical design? How do limits on reporting affect the performance
that a mechanism can achieve?
The third issue concerns the requirement to provide adequate incentives. The
usual posture of mechanism design theory is that behavior will be consistent with
some equilibrium concept and this equilibrium concept defines a constraint on what
can be achieved. But in practice, participants do not always play according to
equilibrium, so this constraint is best regarded as an analytic device. Good market
design can involve exploring the trade‐offs between incentive‐compatibility of
various kinds – including notions of approximate incentive compatibility – and other
design goals. One must ask: how much can be gained by relaxing exact incentive
constraints to approximate ones?
A final issue is linkages among markets. Most economic theory research takes
either of two extreme approaches to this. Mechanism design research typically
adopts a small‐worlds view, focusing on just one decision or the allocation of a
single resource, without asking how that decision came to be separated from all the
potentially related ones. General equilibrium theory stands at the opposite extreme,
treating all decisions for all products and all time as interlinked in one grand
optimization. In a real auction market, a buyer or seller must decide: what should be
the scope of this auction? For example, should an electric utility or system operator
buy or sell base capacity, peaking capacity and transmission capacity in one auction,
or in several separate ones? These are related to the product definition question:
should such distinctions be made at all?
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Separate sections of this paper discuss each of these topics.

Product Definition and Conflation

One simple fact about physical commodities is that no category is ever actually
homogeneous. The most common view among economists, articulated by Debreu
(1959), is that commodities are distinguished not only by their physical
characteristics but also by the time and place of their availability (and sometimes
also by the contingency under which they will be delivered). In that formulation, it is
particularly clear that no category can include more than a single item: no two items
can be available at precisely the same time and place!2
Electric power in California provides a good example. One characteristic that
distinguishes power is its time of availability. On a hot day in Los Angeles, extra
power generated at night cannot run the air conditioners when they are needed in
the afternoon. Location matters, too. Unless there is sufficient transmission capacity,
which is costly to build, maintain and operate, power generated in northern
California or out‐of‐state is useless for running air conditioners in southern
California. And with outages potentially caused by storm, earthquake, flood, local
equipment problems, etc, there are no two locations for which power is actually the
same, and contingencies matter, too.
Does this mean that the market must recognize all these distinctions for pricing
power, with a separate price for every combination of time, place and contingency?
Clearly not. As for many commodities, electricity markets are designed
incorporating general principles of standardization and conflation – treating unlike
things as if they were the same – and deconflation – recognizing more distinctions
for some purposes than are incorporated into the standard. For electricity, the
system may conflate power from different sources and times by applying a single
price to all of it, and the system operator may also deconflate, recognizing many
more distinctions for both planning and decision‐making.
One advantage of conflation in electricity markets is that it reduces the
importance of indivisibility for the market, making it more effective to use prices to
guide resource allocation. The corresponding theory is associated with the Shapley‐
Folkman theorem, which holds roughly that the “size” of the non‐convexities in the
social production set increases with the number of goods in the economy.3
Another helpful example of conflation is the market for wheat. Wheat is a
textbook example of a commodity, and many of the once‐important distinctions
made in wheat markets are easily forgotten or minimized. Yet before wheat markets
evolved modern standards, buyers regarded the product of each farm, and even of
fields within each farm, as heterogeneous. Describing the behavior of buyers in the
Debreu was probably aware of this difficulty, writing: “A commodity is characterized by its physical
properties, the date at which it will be available, and the location at which it will be available.” By
using “date” instead of “time,” he formally sidesteps the simultaneity problem and allows multiple
copies of each commodity, but this formulation raises other issues, as the main text explains.
3 The literature about the Shapley‐Folkman theorem begins with Starr (1969). For the relationship
between the number of commodities and the duality gap, see Aubin (1976) and Cassels (1975).
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spot market for wheat of the late nineteenth century, Peter Dondlinger writes, “[F]or
each transaction they would analyze a sample to determine its value. The
measurement costs were very high.”4
Without standardization wheat markets were cumbersome and expensive and
futures contracts were difficult or impossible to write. Many of the important
aspects of the future delivery (say for “clean, dry, sound wheat”) are highly
subjective. Until standards emerged (partly under pressure from the powerful
railroads), participation in wheat markets was expensive, local, and fragmented.
The emergence of standards did not eliminate all heterogeneity among farmers
and their crops. If a standard required that a bushel of wheat weighed at least X
pounds and the fraction of impurities was at most Y%, then buyers would still pay
more for standard wheat that weighed more or had fewer impurities and might pay
a premium for it. But a system of inspection could still emerge – and did emerge –
that allowed many low cost transactions and enabled the development of futures
contracts.
To many readers, the market for uncut diamonds will seem to be the polar
opposite of that for wheat. They think of each diamond as being physically unique,
varying in size, shape, color, imperfections, and so on, and so needing to be priced
individually. And, indeed, individual diamonds do need to be evaluated physically to
determine the most valuable cuts. Nevertheless, just as for electricity and wheat,
buyers recognize the possibility of substituting one diamond for another. How can
these inspection costs be mitigated?
BHP Billiton uses an auction to sell diamonds, allowing buyers to inspect only
one standard split in each category (“deal”) and using a uniform price auction to sell
splits. That is conflation. But this market also turns principles of standardization on
their head to apply deconflation in its pricing. Billiton adjusts the uniform price in
each deal by applying its own relative value index. It compares each split to the
standard and multiplies the price by the corresponding ratio to set a individual price
for each split.
The importance of conflation for pricing is found even in financial markets.
Bengt Holmstrom (2008) has argued that what makes AAA‐rated securities so
valuable is that buyers do not feel the need to evaluate them individually. High‐rated
securities are supposed to have no significant potential for adverse selection, so
buyers can purchase without inspection and markets can be liquid and thick. After
the financial crisis of 2008‐09, securities that were once thought to be safe were
found to be varied and risky, destroying conflation, increasing the need for costly
inspection, and drastically reducing the volume of trade.
At the time of this writing, discussions about markets for Internet advertising
put more emphasis on the need for distinctions to allow good matching than on the
advantages of conflation. See Levin and Milgrom (2010) for perhaps the only
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published discussion of the advantages of conflation in the market for Internet
advertising.
The topic of conflation and standardization is pervasive in market analysis, and
comes up repeatedly in the following sections.

Message Spaces and Simplicity
One of the most celebrated results of mechanism design theory is the revelation
principle, which is often interpreted to say that any performance that can be
achieved in equilibrium by any mechanism can be achieved by an incentive
compatible direct mechanism, which is a mechanism in which participants are simply
asked to report everything they know or believe, the outcome is computed from
those reports, and the participants’ incentives lead them to report truthfully. This
remarkable principle has allowed researchers to write mechanism design problems
in a simple and tractable form, paving the way for useful analysis.
The revelation principle seems to suggest that practical mechanisms can be
designed just by asking each participant to make a one‐time report listing its values
for all possible outcomes and selecting the outcome based on the collected reports.
But in fact, even when participants’ only relevant information is just their values for
the different goods assignments, the reporting requirements of a direct mechanism
can be impossibly burdensome. For example, in one of the large FCC radio spectrum
auctions (auction #66) with L = 1132 licenses for sale and N > 100 bidders
participating, each bidder can receive any of 2L–1 possible non‐empty assignments
for itself and, if the bidder also cares about the joint goods assignment, the number
of possible outcomes is (N+1)L. These are impossibly large numbers, and we can
dismiss without further analysis any possibility that a bidder might report (or even
know) the values for so many different assignments.
What sorts of direct reporting mechanisms are practical? There are two pure
approaches. The first is to employ a mechanism like an ascending auction, in which
the auctioneer elicits information in sequential fashion over time. Theoretically, this
approach can sometimes economize on information by seeking reports only about
values in relevant ranges (Parkes, 2005 and Compte and Jehiel 2000). To the extent
that participants need to report their values only for relevant outcomes, such
mechanisms also economize on attention, communication, and computing power.
Yet the auctioneer’s decision about what information to seek can be a difficult one,
and the practical problem of deciding what feedback to give to bidders to guide their
decision has received little attention (but see Kwasnica, et al. (2005)).
The second pure approach, which is quite common, works by limiting the
messages that participants can report, based on a priori decisions about what is
important. For example, in the National Resident Matching Program that matches
doctors to hospitals in the United States, hospitals may have preferences over the
composition of the class of doctors that they hire, but can make only limited reports
characterized mainly by rank‐order list of candidates and the number of openings at
the hospital.
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The idea of limiting messages to simplify reporting is found sometimes in
auctions as well. For example, in bidding to place ads on a search results page
corresponding to a particular search phrase, bidders must typically name a price per
click to be paid each time a searcher visits the bidder’s site. The advertiser typically
cannot specify different prices for different positions on the page, and often cannot
make the price it offers contingent on demographic characteristics of the searcher.
The limited messages used for these auctions remind us of the important role
played by conflation in real markets, where distinctions are intentionally
suppressed to thicken markets, reduce adverse selection, and so on.
But if conflation and other forms of simplification are sometimes beneficial, how
do they affect the equilibrium outcomes of the mechanism? Clearly, simplification
can eliminate equilibria by eliminating strategies that are played at equilibrium. But
it can have the reverse effect, too, adding equilibrium profiles by eliminating the
profitable deviations. If the original mechanism is a good one, then adding
equilibrium profiles can be dangerous, by adding the possibility of undesirable
outcomes. Can we avoid that possibility when designing simplified mechanisms?
Can we do that even when the simplification is severe?
The trade‐offs appear to be tricky. On one hand, limiting a participant’s messages
is more likely to eliminate a profitable reply when the simplification is severe. On
the other, the participant may have less need for complex messages when the other
competitors’ messages are more limited. Can the two effects be balanced? A precise
answer to the question hinges on the outcome closure property, for which we first
need to introduce some definitions and notation.
We begin with a certain mechanism that we might like to simplify. Suppose that
there are N participants who make reports in the sets M1,…,MN. A report profile is a
point in M= M1×…×MN. For each participant j, the relevant part of the outcome is a
point in a set Xj, and the outcome is a point in X⊆X1×…×XN. A mechanism is a pair
(M,ω) where ω :M→X determines the outcome as a function of the report profile.
When preferences/payoffs are specified, the mechanism formally becomes a
game. We associate payoffs with outcomes by allowing each participant j to have an
outcome‐dependent payoff function uj:Xj→ℜ. This formulation is quite general and
subsumes both public decision problems and private allocation problems.
A simplification of a mechanism (M,ω) is another mechanism (M′,ω|M′) in which
the set of messages available to each participant is reduced: M′⊆M. We may also say
that (M,ω) is an extension of (M′,ω|M′). Generally, when we observe what we believe
to be a simplification, we interpret its characteristics by reference to some
particular extension, even though many extensions are generally possible.
Informally, the condition we will need is that when j’s competitors are restricted
by a simplification, then for any simplified message profile mj they may report, any
outcome that participant j could bring about from any message in Mj can be
achieved, or at least closely approximated, by using just a simplified message. To
state this condition precisely, we need to assume that the outcome space has some
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topology. Then, a simplification has the outcome closure property if for every player j
and every profile of restricted messages m− j ∈ M −′ j , cl(ω(Mj,mj)) = cl(ω(M’j,mj)),
where “cl” denotes the closure of the set.
Simplification Theorem.5 Let (M′,ω|M′) be a simplification of (M,ω) satisfying
the outcome closure property. Let u be any profile of continuous utility functions
and let ε≥0. Then every report profile m that is a (full‐information) ε‐Nash
equilibrium profile of the simplified mechanism (M′,ω|M′) is also a full‐information ε‐
Nash equilibrium of the extended mechanism (M,ω). Conversely, if (M′,ω|M′) is a
simplification of (M,ω) not satisfying the outcome closure property, then there is a
profile u of continuous utility functions and a report profile m that is a (full‐
information) Nash equilibrium profile of the simplified mechanism (M′,ω|M′) but not
of the extended mechanism (M,ω).
As a first example, consider the National Resident Matching Program, in which
hospitals can report only rank‐order lists of doctors and a number of openings,
while doctors can report just a rank‐order list of hospitals. The outcome function
then selects a stable allocation for the reported preferences. Suppose we consider
the extended mechanism in which hospitals can report any preference ranking
according to which doctors are substitutes. This is known to be the largest message
space that guarantees the existence of a stable allocation. With a bit of thought, it is
clear that if other hospitals are limited to reporting rank order lists, then any group
of doctors that a hospital could hire by any extended report can also be hired by
listing the same doctors in any order as the only acceptable ones in a simplified
report. So, the outcome closure property is satisfied and we can conclude that the
simplification does not introduce any additional equilibria (and, in particular,
undesirable ones).
A similar argument can be made for pay‐as‐bid combinatorial auctions. If my
competitors only allowable bids are individual prices for each item offered in an
auction and if I have some bid that can acquire a particular set S at a total price p,
then p must be more than the sum of my competitors’ highest bids for the elements
of S. So, I can divide p among the items to win each one in the set S at a total price of
p: the outcome closure property is satisfied.
These are severe simplifications, so it is perhaps surprising that they do not
introduce any new Nash equilibria or any new approximate equilibria.
The use of simplification can also lead to positive improvements, essentially by
eliminating bad equilibria that can be all too likely when reporting is complex. We
illustrate this possibility by summarizing a model of online search advertising of
(Milgrom, 2010), in which there are several ad positions offered on a search page,
decreasing in value from top to bottom. Each buyer is limited to purchase just one.
In the model, bidders may have different values for clicks originating from
different ad positions. Each bidder incurs a small positive cost for each price
5
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reported in its message. For the simplified mechanism, a bidder reports a single
price‐per‐click which applies to all advertising positions on the search page. For the
extended mechanism, the bidder reports a price‐per‐click separately for each
position. The mechanism conducts a series of second‐price auctions among the
remaining bidders, beginning with the top position on the page. This is the
mechanism described by Edelman, et al (2007) and Varian (2007).
Because bidding is costly, in any full information pure Nash equilibrium, no
losing bids are made. According to that solution concept, the extended mechanism
raises zero revenue, but the simplified mechanism does better. While the simplified
mechanism fails to attract a bid from the L+1th bidder needed to generate fully
competitive prices, it always generates positive revenue. And, even with just L
serious bidders, it sometimes generates near‐competitive revenues at a pure
strategy equilibrium.
The general point that this simple model illustrates is that thickness is important
for pricing. Conflation reduces the number of markets and increases the number of
transactions in each. Markets with too little conflation are thin markets, and
thinness can endanger market performance.

Incentives for Participants

Another central consideration for mechanism design is the provision of
incentives, but the appropriate modeling of incentives is subtle and multi‐
dimensional. At one extreme is the debate about which game theoretic solution
concept best accounts for the incentives of rational agents. At the other is the
observation that participants’ responses to incentives are much murkier in practice
than in economic models with rational decision makers. This can be hugely
important, because the trade‐offs between incentive characteristics and the
mechanism’s other performance attributes can be very severe.6
Much of the research in mechanism design restricts attention to participants
with quasi‐linear utility, meaning that each participant’s payoff is the value of the
decision or goods assignment plus‐or‐minus the value of any cash transfer the
participant receives or makes, and the review here generally takes that assumption
as given.
To illustrate some of the restrictions implied by incentive requirements for other
mechanism attributes, we begin by reviewing what can be achieved by a mechanism
designed to ensure ex post incentive compatibility. This incentive concept means
that if any participant could learn the other participants’ information and if the
messages reported by others are truthful, then the participant would have no
incentive to falsify his own report. This concept would appear to be a very attractive
one, because it eliminates not only the incentives to misreport values, but also
participants’ incentives to spy on others or to waste resources trying to learn or
Sometimes, it is the absence of trade‐offs that is most surprising. Myerson (1981) shows that the
maximum expected revenue from an auction in certain environments is the same regardless of
whether the bidders are to be provided with dominant strategy incentives or Bayesian incentives.
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guess about what others know. Information of that sort is simply irrelevant to the
participant’s decision.
While the concept appears potentially attractive, there is a large set of
environments for which it is too much to ask: it eliminates all but the most trivial
mechanisms. More specifically, (Jehiel et al. 2006) have proved that, apart from
exceptional (non‐generic) environments, if participants have multi‐dimensional
information and interdependent values, then any ex post incentive compatible
mechanism has a constant outcome – one that is entirely independent of the
participants’ information. This is an impossibility theorem: it says that nothing of
much interest can be achieved by such a mechanism. Mechanisms with this property
waste any valuable information that the participants may have.
The problem in these cases is not that ex post incentive compatibility is wrong or
uninteresting. If the environment allows us to construct mechanisms with such clear
incentives and other good properties, we might like to do so. The “non‐generic” case
of private values would seem to offer an interesting opportunity. If we combine the
requirements that, for private values environments, the mechanism is ex post
incentive compatible (“straightforward”), allocates goods to maximize the reported
value of the outcome, and charges a zero price to those who acquire no goods, then
according to theorems of Green and Laffont (1977) and Holmstrom (1979), there is
just one mechanism that satisfies all the requirements: the (generalized) Vickrey
auction.7
The Vickrey auction, too, has properties that make it unsuitable for many
applications. Ausubel and Milgrom (2006) point out several of the most damaging
ones. We illustrate a few of these with variations of the following simple example.
Table 1
Bidders

Item A

Item B

Pair AB

1

0

0

10

2

10*

9.99

10

3

9.99

10*

10

In this example, the unique goods allocation that maximizes total value assigns A
to bidder 2 and B to bidder 3, creating a total value of 20. It is routine to verify that
the Vickrey formula specifies that each bidder pays zero. This is the low revenue
problem. Since all three bidders were each willing to pay 10 for the pair AB, there is
ample competition for the pair, so zero revenue is a serious problem. Put another
way, the Vickrey allocation would seem to be blocked in any real market by a
coalition of the seller and bidder 1, who could do a deal that is better for both of
them. One possible goal of mechanism design is to seek outcomes that are
unblocked (and hence in the core of the corresponding trading game).
The theorems are usually formulated in terms of public goods problems, in which case the
mechanism is called the Vickrey‐Clarke‐Groves mechanism, after Vickrey (1961), Clarke (1971), and
Groves (1973).
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Related is the shill bids problem. Table 1 could be the result of a deception.
Perhaps there are really just two bidders, 1 and 2, but bidder 2 has been clever,
inventing a third bidder and submitting reports under two identities. The situation
might be one in which bidder 2 should win the items, but prices should be higher. Or
perhaps bidder 2 should not win at all. Its values might be much lower than shown,
but the reports in Table 1 allow it to acquire both goods at a total price of zero. “The
game is bigger than you think” is a good slogan for market design: participants are
sometimes quite clever in finding ways to cheat or disrupt a mechanism.
Yet another issue raised by Table 1 is the problem of disqualifications. In many
auctions, bidder qualifications are checked fully only for winners and only after the
results are in. In Table 1, the auctioneer would benefit financially by disqualifying
bidder 3, thereby raising its revenue from zero to 10. No commonly used auction
mechanism provides quite the same incentive.
Table 2
Bidders

Item A

Item B

Pair AB

1

0

0

10*

2

4

4

4

3

4

4

4

The problem of collusion is illustrated by comparing tables 1 and 2. Suppose that
Table 2 represents the real values of the bidders. With honest reporting, bidder 1 is
the winner and the Vickrey price is 8. But, in a Vickrey mechanism, the losing
bidders can collude profitably, raising their bids to match the numbers in Table 1. In
that way, both become winners at zero prices.
A similar example of too‐strict incentives limiting what can be achieved is found
in matching, rather than in auctions. For the course allocation problem, in which
students have preferences over sets of courses, the only straightforward
mechanisms are versions of a serial dictatorship, in which some student chooses all
of her courses first, a second student chooses all of his from the remaining openings,
and so on, to the final student who chooses all of her courses last, from whatever
remains. Such a mechanism can lead to outcomes that seem very unfair, as for
example when one student gets all the popular courses and another student gets
none, but that sort of outcome is unavoidable if we limit attention to ex post
incentive‐compatible mechanisms.
Practical mechanism design sometimes seeks to use weaker notions of incentive‐
compatibility, including notions of approximate incentives, to overcome these
limitations.
One practical example is the Day‐Milgrom pricing rule (Day and Milgrom, 2008),
versions of which have been incorporated into spectrum auction designs in the UK,
Ireland, Portugal, Denmark and the Netherlands. The rule applies to mechanisms in
which value reports about some goods (such as licenses to use slices of the radio
spectrum) are collected either by a direct mechanism or in a series of rounds. Like
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the Vickrey mechanism, the Day‐Milgrom core‐selecting auctions assign the goods
to maximize the total reported value of the allocation and prices are computed
roughly as follows. The auctioneer uses the reported values to specify a trading
game, identifies the core of that game, and identifies a point that minimizes the
seller’s total revenue subject to being in the core. When there are multiple such
points, a tie‐break rule is applied. Facing this mechanism, bidders can sometimes
improve their payoff by misreporting. But among pricing rules consistent with core
outcomes, the Day‐Milgrom pricing rule provides the smallest total temptation to
bidders to misreport: the sum of the potential gains to deviators from truthful
reporting is minimized.
The Day‐Milgrom pricing rule is closely connected to the Vickrey rule. When the
Vickrey outcome for any set of bids is the core, it is provably the unique revenue‐
minimizing core point, so the Vickrey and Day‐Milgrom prices are then identical. In
such cases, truthful reporting is an ex post equilibrium of the corresponding
mechanism. This is always the case when goods are substitutes for the bidders
(Ausubel and Milgrom, 2006).
But in examples like that of Table 1, for which the Vickrey revenue of zero is too
low to be part of a core allocation, the Day‐Milgrom rule forces the total price to be
higher (equal to 10), an outcome that sacrifices ex post incentives in favor of
revenue for the seller. If bidders are subject to a great deal of uncertainty about
others’ values, the incentive to deviate substantially from truthful reporting may be
small, because the maximum gain from a clever deviation has been minimized
(subject to the core) and may be zero, and identifying the profitable deviation may
be hard.
At least since the pioneering work of Roberts and Postlewaite (1976), there has
been a tradition of analyzing market mechanisms in terms of approximate incentive‐
compatibility. The idea is that in environments with many participants, no single
bidder can have much influence on prices, so a bidder cannot do much better than to
report truthfully and let the mechanism assign her the best package of goods at the
final market prices.
Recent work applies the approximate incentives idea to matching markets with
or without the explicit use of prices. Budish (2010) is perhaps most explicit, devising
an approximate price‐mechanism for course matching starting with nearly equal
endowments and showing that, in large markets, participants cannot much affect
prices and so can gain only little by reporting falsely. Recall that this is the very
problem for which ex post incentive compatibility leads to the extreme outcomes of
serial dictatorships. The contrast is striking.
Kojima and Pathak (2009) and Kojima and Minea (2010) find similarly that if the
number of participants is large, then the incentives for false reporting are small for
particular matching mechanisms without explicit prices. Thus, in examples, drawn
from both auctions and matching, replacing a requirement for exact incentives with
some weaker or approximate notion of incentives allows one to implement some
interesting market designs.
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Linkages Among Markets
Our last topic is linkages among markets. Many commodity markets in the world
are pure: there is no direct linkage between the price setting for one commodity and
another. Yet that seems sharply at odds with the thinking that underlies consumer
theory and general equilibrium theory. In those theories, demand in each market
depends on all prices. How can each be set separately?
Thinking about linkage leads immediately back to the thoughts and insights of
the previous sections.
First, for physical goods, no two items can ever be exactly the same in physical
characteristics, time of availability, and place of availability. All such markets
involve standards and conflation, so all involve creating some linkages, at least
among items that are similar. For sufficiently similar items, this might be done by
pure conflation (suppressing and ignoring differences), conflation and deconflation
(as in the BHP Billiton diamond auction), or by linking the sale of related products,
especially substitute products.
One example is the export market for powdered milk from New Zealand. The
monthly auctions allow bidders to bid, in a simultaneous ascending clock auction,8
for various types and contracts for milk powder. The powder can be instantized or
not, treated at ultra‐high temperature (UHT milk) or not, sold for delivery next
month or at a different time. It can originate from New Zealand or Australia. Bidders
can choose according to their preferences and the relative product prices at each
round of the auction.
The simultaneous multiple round auction (SMRA) was one of the 1994
innovations that helped launch the field of market design. SMRA designs had been
proposed to the FCC by Milgrom and Wilson and by McAfee, but some FCC staff had
feared that the design might work poorly if bidders, eager to let others set prices
before they committed themselves to bid, withheld their bids until late in the
auction. The design innovation that solved that problem was Milgrom’s activity rule,
which required bidders to be active early in the bidding to maintain eligibility to bid
later. Versions of the activity rule are now widely used in these auctions around the
world.
Radio spectrum auctions are another example of ones in which related but
different items are sold, but in this case the items are not necessarily substitutes. A
bidder may want to acquire a particular 10MHz spectrum license only if it can
acquire an adjacent license as well. Or, it might want coverage in a particular city
only if it can acquire coverage in nearby cities as well. The licenses in that case are
complements.
A second issue with linked markets concerns the message space to be used in the
auction. With multiple items, how should bids for packages be described? Can values
be accurately described with concise messages? My own research has recently
A clock auction is an auction in which the auctioneer calls the price and bidders respond with
demands. The Walrasian tatonnement, familiar to economic theorists, is a kind of clock auction.
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introduced a practical message space – assignment messages – for auctions of
products that are substitutes. The assignment auction, which in its simplest form
aims to replicate and improve the results of an SMRA but with a sealed bid auction,
is described in Milgrom (2009).
The third issue with linking markets is incentives. We have already seen how
one theoretically attractive auction design (the Vickrey auction) can have
performance problems when goods are complements. As we have already discussed,
the Vickrey auction has uniquely good incentive properties for some commonly
studied economic environments. Yet it leads to the problems described in the
example of Table 1. This problem is particular to designing markets for goods that
are complementary: there is no similar example of a Vickrey outcome with zero
revenue (or less than minimum core revenue) when goods are substitutes for all the
bidders.

Conclusion
Market design is an engineering discipline linked to mechanism design. The
practice of designing markets highlights several questions that are rarely studied in
mechanism design. In this lecture, I offer some initial thoughts about several such
questions, including how commodities are defined, how participants communicate
with markets, what sorts of incentives a mechanism should provide, and why there
are linkages among some markets but not among others. All of these questions
merit more study.
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